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Xenophobia, Majority Insecurity, and Prejudice:
Exploring the Motivations Behind Anti-Immigration Sentiments
Serena Park
Department of Political Science, Chapman University; Orange, California
Introduction to Research
• This study explores what factors drive antiimmigration sentiments using data from
the Chapman Survey of American Fears
• Immigrants have long been believed to be
a cause of crime and unemployment,
immigrants of color more so than white
immigrants
• Research shows that immigrants engage
in violent behaviors significantly less
than native-born citizens
• Studies have shown that exposure to a
large presence of immigrants has both
reduced and expanded xenophobic
attitudes
• In broader contexts a larger immigrant
presence can increase perceived threats
of immigrants
• Despite immigrants playing a crucial part
in the US economy and society, many US
citizens harbor anti-immigrant sentiments
• A common reasoning behind these
beliefs is that immigrants are
responsible for increased crime rates
• Research shows that states with an
increase in immigrant populations are
more likely to associate immigrants
with crime

Findings

Hypotheses:
H1: The more a respondent fears whites no longer being the majority in the US, the more they fear immigrants.
H2: The more a respondent believes immigrants are more likely to commit crime than US citizens, the more
they fear immigrants.
H3: The more a respondent agrees that immigrants are a drain on the economy, the more they fear immigrants.
H4: The more Republican a respondent is, the more they fear immigrants.

H2: Immigrants and Crime
Respondents that agree with the statement are more
likely than their counterparts that disagree to fear
immigrants, at 69.8% compared to 30.3%. Out of
those that disagree with the statement, a majority of
the respondents did not fear immigrants, amounting
to 85%. The correlation was also found to be
statistically significant and moderately correlated at
0.401.

Data:

H3: Immigrants as a Drain on the Economy
Among those that believe immigrants to be a drain on
the economy, 86.8% of them fear immigrants while of
those that disagree, 72% of them do not fear
immigrants. This is statistically significant and
modestly correlated at 0.387 (0.2-0.4 —> modest).
H4: Party Identity
Republicans are 65.4% more likely to fear immigrants
than Democrats are. The correlation is statistically
significant and modestly correlated at 0.245.

Conclusions

Immigration in the US
• Long history of immigration in the US
• Largest immigrant-receiving country in
the world
• More than 80 million immigrants in just
the last 200 years
• Has also deported more immigrants
than any other country
• Hostility and aggression towards
immigrants from the start
• Xenophobia in the US built from lasting
systems and institutions
• Political party identity
• Republicans on average are more likely
to harbor anti-immigrant sentiments
than Democrats

H1: Majority Insecurity
Compared to those that do not, respondents that
feared whites no longer being the majority in the US
were found to be 41.8% more likely to fear immigrants.
Those that do not fear whites no longer being the
majority are 87.4% more likely to not fear immigrants.
It was also found to be statistically significant and
moderately correlated at 0.439 (0.4-0.6 —> moderate).

Table 1:

Table Interpretation:
• All of the variables are statistically significant
• Fear of whites no longer being the majority in
the US has the biggest impact on fear of
immigrants, as it has the highest beta (absolute

Source: Chapman Survey of American Fears, Wave 7 (2021)

*Significant at <.05
R square for the model is .266

value)
• Party identity has the smallest impact on fear of
immigrants, as it has the lowest beta (absolute
value)

• One sole factor cannot be attributed to driving fear of
immigrants; however, out of the four, fear of whites no
longer being the majority in the US has the most
influence
• There are many more variables that contribute to fear
of immigrants, but the four tested account for
approximately 26.6%
• People that fear whites no longer being the majority
and fear immigrants likely see immigrants as the most
pressing danger to the white majority
• Despite immigrants contributing greatly to the US
economy, the fact that many respondents believe them
to actually be a drain may be due to the perceived
“stealing” of jobs
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